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1. INTRODUCTION 
HONGYUAN ZHA AND ZHENYUE ZHANG 
It is a well-known fact that if a Hermitian matrix B has the so-called 
low-rank-plus-shift s ructure, i.e., 
B = AA H + o-I, 
where A is an arbitrary rectangular matrix with a small number of columns, 
and or is a scalar, then the Lanczos tridiagonalization process applied to B 
will terminate arlier and therefore the computational complexity can be 
reduced [17]. One of the application areas where such matrices arise is 
direction-of-arrival (DOA) finding in sensor-array signal processing, which is 
essential in many engineering fields such as radar, sonar, and telecommunica- 
tion [10]. The intent of this paper is to exploit this special structure in the 
context of Jacobi methods. 
In Section 2 we modify the cyclic Jacobi methods by demonstrating that 
an order-of-magnitude reduction in the computational complexity can be 
achieved by exploiting the special structure of the low-rank-plus-shift sym- 
metric matrices. The focus is then placed on convergence analysis of the new 
algorithm: in Section 3, as a preparation, we discuss the 2 × 2 subproblems. 
We then discuss many aspects of the convergence analysis of the new 
algorithm in Section 4, followed by a result on its quadratic onvergence in
Section 4.5. In Section 5, we discuss the ease when the low-rank-plus-shift 
structure only holds approximately. Some numerical examples are given in 
Section 6. 
1.1. Previous Works 
The work presented in this paper is related to several previous works. The 
major inspiration comes from [17], where the low-rank-plus-shift structure is 
identified as a key to the reduction of the computational complexity of 
computing the signal subspaees. The idea of using a partial sweep is implicit 
in Moonen, Van Dooren, and Vandewalle [12], although their scheme is 
based on a double sweep of cyclic ordering (pipelined forward and backward 
sweeps) and is only used for updating eigenvalue decomposition (EVD). 
Sorted Jacobi rotations have been used by several authors, notably De Rijk 
[13], Helmke [7], and Hilper, GStze, and Paul [8]. In [7], a sketch of a concise 
and elegant convergence proof of the complete sorted Jacobi method is given. 
The approach proposed in [8] is the closest to ours in that it seeks to 
block-diagonalize the given symmetric matrix into a 2 × 2 block diagonal 
matrix by restricting the Jacobi rotations in each cyclic sweep to the elements 
in the (1, 2) and (2, 1) blocks. This approach does not exploit the low-rank- 
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plus-shift structure and the rate of convergence is only linear. 
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2. A SORTED PARTIAL JACOBI METHOD 
We first briefly review Jacobi methods for computing the EVD of a 
Hermitian matrix B [4, Section 8.5]. The idea is to use a sequence of Jacobi 
rotations to systematically reduce the size of the off-diagonal elements of B. 
At each iteration, a Jacobi rotation J ( i , j )  that acts on the i , j  rows and 
columns of B is constructed so that the ( i , j)  and (j , i) elements of 
j(i, j)nBJ(i, j) are zero. Various schemes exist for ordering the elements that 
are to be zeroed out. In this paper, we will concentrate on the so-called 
cyclic-by-row ordering: for A ~ g~u×u we cycle as follows: 
( i , j )  = (1 ,2 ) , (1 ,3 )  . . . . .  (1, u ) , (2 ,3 ) , (2 ,4 )  . . . . .  
(2, M)  . . . . .  1, M) .  
A pass through all these M(M - 1)/2 Jacobi rotations is called a (complete) 
sweep, and the computational complexity is easily seen to be O(M 3) per 
sweep. Usually a modest number of sweeps is enough to deliver matrix that is 
diagonal within full machine accuracy. The convergence property of the cyclic 
Jacobi method is well known, and rigorous proofs require that the rotation 
angles be chosen to be the smaller of two possibilities, i.e., the so-called inner 
rotation [2, 3]. 
Now we turn to the problem of computing the EVD of a Hermitian 
matrix B which has the low-rank-plus-shift s ructure 
B = AA n + o-I M , 
where A E g~u×d with d small. By bringing the special structure of B into 
the picture, we will show that with certain modifications to the cyclic Jacobi 
method, we can compute the EVD of B with O(M2d) computational 
complexity. To motivate the introduction of the modification, we first look at 
the simple case when d = 1. It is easy to verify that the sequence of Jacobi 
rotations 
( i , j )  = (1, 2 ) , (1 ,3 )  . . . . .  (1, M) 
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is enough to diagonalize the matrix B = aan+ otlu, where a is now a 
vector. In fact, the sequence of Jacobi rotations can be chosen the same as 
the sequence of Givens rotations used to reduce the vector a to 
(lla[l~, 0 . . . . .  0 )  r by rotating on planes (1, 2), (1, 3) . . . . .  (1, M). So, in a sense, 
Givens rotation is a special case of Jacobi rotation, viz., when the underlying 
2 × 2 matrix is rank-one, then the Jacobi rotation degenerates to a Givens 
rotation. The resulting matrix is 
diag(llal[~ + o', or,._., ~),  
M-1 
and the computational complexity is O(M~). 
For the case d > 1, a straightforward generalization of the above ap- 
proach is to apply block Jacobi rotations. For simplicity, assume that M = dp, 
and write B = (Bij)~,_l, Bij E ~,a×a. The block Jacobi rotation Jb(i,j) acts 
on the i, j block rowsJ~nd columns of size d and zeros out R~ , and Rj ~. Its 
computational complexity is O(MdZ). Again, a sequence o~ block Jacobi 
rotations with block ordering 
( i , j )  = (1 ,2) , (1 ,3)  . . . . .  (1, p) 
reduces the matrix B to 
p-1  
with /3 ~ ~a×d. Thus the largest d eigenvalues can be found by computing 
the EVD of /3. It is easy to see that the computational complexity is 
O(Md2p) = O(M2d). We will not discuss further the details of this block 
version of the Jacobi method, which is the topic of a future paper. 
Now let us turn to scalar Jacobi rotations again and consider the case 
d > 1. Write B = (Bi,)iuj=l. The idea is to terminate the complete sweelp 
earlier to reflect the ~ow-rank structure of B. However, to ensure conver- 
gence, we also need to modify the choice of the rotation angles in the Jacobi 
rotations. The purpose of the modification is to squeeze the elements of B as 
much as possible towards the main diagonal as well as towards the upper left 
comer. This can be done by introducing sorting into the Jacobi rotations. 
Specifically, for J(i,j) = (akt)~.z= 1, i > j ,  which is determined by its four 
elements on the intersections of i, j rows and columns, the construction of 
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rotation angle is such that 
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a.  a~j a .  /~. 0 
~j, ~jj Bj, B~j ~j, ~j j  0 ~j~ 
(2.1) 
with /3ii />/~jj, i.e., the diagonal elements of the transformed matrix are 
sorted with the largest on top left comer. Sorting the diagonals has been used 
by some authors [13, 8] mainly for the purpose of accelerating convergence. 
However, in the next section we will show that sorting is essential to the very 
convergence of our new method. Early termination of the complete sweep 
depends on d. For a particular d the following sequence of Jacobi rotation 
will be used to construct a partial sweep 
( i , j )  = (1,2), (1,3) . . . . .  (1, M),  (2,3), (2, 4) . . . . .  
(2, M) . . . . .  (a, d + 1) . . . . .  (a, u ) .  
We name the algorithm using the above partial sweep the sorted partial 
Jacobi method (SPJM) and summarize it as follows. Notice that the algorithm 
depends on the parameter d. 
ALGORITHM SPJM(d). 
U = I, 
for sweep = 1 . . . . .  SWEEP do 
for /  = 1 . . . . .  d 
fo r j= i+ 1 . . . . .  M 
Determine J(i, j) as in (2.1) 
B := J(i, j)UBJ(i, j) 
U = uJ(i,j) 
Here SWEEP is the number of partial sweeps used. U gives the eigenvector 
matrix. It can be verified that the computational complexity of each partial 
sweep of SPJM(d) is O(M2d). The next few sections are devoted to the 
convergence analysis of SPJM(d). 
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3. THE 2 × 2 SUBPROBLEM 
In this section we give some details of the construction of the Jacobi 
rotation in (2.1). We will discuss the EVD of a 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix 
(° g) A= ~ /3 • 
We need to find a unitary matrix U so that UnAU = D is diagonal and the 
diagonal elements of D = (d , j )  satisfy dl l  >~ d.z2. The constraint dll >~ d22 
chooses the rotation angle of the Jacobi rotation from the two possibilities. So 
in general, the rotation angles will not be confined to a closed interval inside 
( -  ~r/2, ~r/2). 
There are many different ways to construct such a unitary matrix U. One 
possibility is to use the complex rotations: 
__3citp 
where c is real and s is nonnegative, and c 2 + s 2 = 1. Write g, the (1, 2) 
element of A, in polar coordinates g = ye ~° with Y ~> 0 its amplitude and 0 
its phase angle. Then elements of the complex rotation can be constructed as 
follows: 
a- /3  
p m 
2y 
t = -p -  sgn(a - /3 )~+t  2 
sign( c~ - /3 ) 
~/1 + t 2 
se ~* = ei° s ign( ot - /3) c. 
Another way to construct he unitary matrix U is to first decompose A as 
A= ~ 0 1 ~ ~J~o 1 
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and then construct a real Jacobi rotation such that 
& 3' 
with ~ = 0 and & >~/~. Now the unitary matrix U has the form 
ce iO s ) 
U = _se i  0 c " 
The advantage of this construction is that it reduces the number of complex 
operations. 
As for the convergence analysis, we only need to consider the real case. 
The complex case, which only introduces ome notational complexity, can be 
handled similarly. So from now on, we assume that we are dealing only with 
real symmetric matrices. In the following proposition, we present some 
formulas that will prove useful in the convergence analysis of SPJM(d). A 
word about notation: a ---) b means a converges to b, and the convergence is 
with respect o the number of partial sweeps in SPJM(d). 
Pr(ovosmoN 3.1. Let ~ = (13 - a) /2 .  I f  ~ + 3, 2 4: O, wr i te 
') 
= ~- 1 ¢ ,8~+3"~ , 
,jx( ) 
s ----- --(sign3, 1 + y/~2 + 3"2 * 
Then 
0 (:s 
with  ~ >1 8.  Furthermore:  
(i) I f  ~ - a ~ O, then ~ - /3  -o 0 and 3" -o O. 
(ii) I f  ~ - a -o O, and I /3 -  a I>t ~1> 0 wi th  ~7 a constant,  then 
3" ~ O, s -o O, and c -o 1. 
l C 2 1 (iii) I f  a ~ /3, then s 2 <~ ~ and >t 7. 
(iv) I f  a >/3 ,  then s 2 <~ [7/(28)]  2. 
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Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from the following relations: 
_ ~ = 2s2~ + ~2, ~_ /3  = _2~2¢V + ~,  
&2 + fi2 = a2 +/32 + 3,2. 
To verify (iv), notice that when a > /3, 
82 = 
Equation (3.2) can be straightforwardly verified. 
4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
This section deals with many aspects of the convergence analysis of 
SPJM(d). To proceed, we first introduce some notation• The notation we will 
use is a bit unusual, but we believe it is rather natural and clearly indicates 
the iteration steps of SPJM(d). We are concerned with the EVD of a 
symmetric matrix B ~ .9~ "× ". At the beginning of SPJM(d) we have B (°) = B. 
The sequence of rotations of one partial sweep of SPJM(d) is ordered in the 
following fashion: 
(1, 2) (1, 3) . . . . . . . . .  (1, n) 
(2, 3) . . . . . . . . .  (2, n) 
• • 
(d, d + 1) ... (d, n) 
Applying the above sequence of rotations to B (k), the matrix at the beginning 
of the k th partial sweep, we obtain a corresponding matrix representation 
. , . (1,2) . . . (1,3) (1, n) R(k) 
B ~k) -BW - ,  B i t '  -~  " "  - - - ,  - 
l~(k) 
Win u22 , 
.,. (2, 3) .,. (2, 4) (2, n) 
B~ ~ B~ __, ... _, n(k) -  B(k) U2n 33 , 
d+l )  B (d ,d+2)  (d ,n )  
B~ (d' ~+~ ~ - . .  -~  s~)  - B ~k+', 
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where B~, k) = (P(~))TB~k)IP~(k), where p(k)is a Jacobi rotation that elimi- 
nates theJ(i , j)  an~ (j, i') elements of B~k,~l. In a word, n~ k] is the result of 
B (k) after applying the sequence of Jacel)l rotations the last one of which acts 
on rows and columns i and j. Whenever no confusion will arise, we drop the 
superscript (k). We will also heavily use the Matlab notation for identifying 
certain part of a matrix. For example, A( i , j )  is the ( i , j )  element of A, 
A(i, :) is the ith row of A; and A(:, j )  is the j th column of A. 
Convergence proofs for the cyclic Jacobi methods essentially depend on 
techniques that give bounds of the rotation angles. However, those tech- 
niques are not readily applicable for SPJM(d), because the rotation angles 
are not restricted to a subinterval of ( -  7r/2, ¢r/2). Our convergence proof 
will proceed in several steps: First we show that the diagonal elements of B (k) 
converge. Then we prove that {B (k)} converges to a block diagonal matrix, the 
sizes of the blocks depending on the multiplicity of the limiting diagonal 
elements of {B(k)}. Finally the convergence of {B (k)} to diagonal form can be 
obtained by bringing in the low-rank-plus-shift s ructure together with either 
invoking a weak form of the so-called nonrepetitive hypothesis [11] or making 
an assumption about the diagonal elements of {B(k)}. 
4.1. Convergence of the Diagonal Elements 
Our first goal is to show that the diagonal elements of B (k) converge, and 
the first d of them are arranged in nondecreasing order. As a reminder, 
A( i , j )  denotes the ( i , j )  element of a matrix A. Define 
J 
~j(A)  = ~_~A(i , i ) ,  
i= l  
the j th partial trace of A ~,9~ n×n, j = 1,2 . . . . .  n. Notice that ~b,(A) is the 
ordinary trace of A. 
THEOREM 4.1. For j  = 1 . . . . .  n, one has Bt~)( j , j )  -* rj with r 1 >I ." 
>l r d >l r~, where 1 <~ l < m <<. d and i > d. 
Proof. First notice that each of the 2 × 2 Jacobi rotations is sorted with 
the largest diagonal element on the (1, 1) position. Hence for j  ~< d, we have, 
for l > j ,  
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and 
(k) • =B(k) t ~ ~ =B(k+l ) ( j , j ) .  B J~' ( j , j )  <~Bff]+l( j , j )  <..,<~B),( j , j )  j+~, j+ l , j , j ,  
It is easy to check that 
vT, , , .  ,F < V~IIBIIF. 
Now we want to prove that the sequence {0~(B(h))} is monotonically increas- 
ing for j = 1 . . . . .  n. In fact, for j = 1, we have 
0,(B(k)) <- 01( B~k. )) = 01( B(kd )) = 01(B(k'), 
and for j  = n, we have 0,(B (k)) = 0n(B(k+l)). For 2 ~<j ~ n-l, 
~(S  (k)) = ~(Bi~ )) 4 ~(Bi! J+l  ) ~< ~(B i l  )) = ~(B2(~ )) 
(k, ' B(k)~ ¢(B&k) )  = ¢(  B(k + ,,). 
It follows that {~(B(k))} is monotonically increasing and bounded, and 
therefore is convergent. Let ~(B  (k)) ---) Oj. Now for l 4 m, 1 ~< d, and 
m~n,  
"B(k)~ B(k+ "<< < "); 
thus we also have (k) ~j(Btm) --. ~j. Therefore, with 00 = 0, 
B~)( j , j )  --* ~j - Oj-1 =- rj. 
The convergence of the diagonal elements is established. To prove the 
ordering of the limiting diagonal elements, notice that for i < j  ~< d, 
B(k)(i i). Hence r~ >/ Ia,nn(k)(i,, i) >1 Bffn)(j,j), and for i > d, Ba(~)(d, d) >/ a~ , , rj 
(i < j  ~< d) and r d >1 ~ (i > d). • 
4.2. Convergence to Block Diagonal Form 
Our task now is to show that {B (k)} converges to a block diagonal matrix. 
The sizes of the blocks depend on the multiplicities of r i, the limiting values 
of the diagonal elements of {B(k)}. 
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First we look at the effect of applying a single Jacobi rotation. Let P~(~ be 
the ]acobi rotation that acts on the i, j rows and columns in partial sweep k. 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  r, > rj fo r  some i < j ~ d, then p~k~ ~ I,,  the identity 
matr ix ,  and  - - .  o 
Proof. ( k ) That r i > rj implies that B i j _ l ( i ,  i) - B},~_I ( j , j )  >t (r, - r , ) /2  
for k large enough. Invoking Propositio'~ 3.1(ii), we have p~k~ ~ in ' and 
B}k) _ B}k,)_l = (pi(k,__ In)TB}k]_l + (p(k))TB~k)_l  (P f j k ) _  in),  
which clearly converges to 0. • 
Now we divide the sequence {r 1 . . . . .  r~} into the following groups 
according to the multiplicities of its elements: 
r 1 . . . . .  r,~ > rn~+l . . . . .  r,2 > . . . .  r~, > r , ,+l  . . . . .  r d 
>~ r d + t > ~ ... >~ rn . 
We also define m 1 = n 1, mj = nj - nj_ 1, j = 2 . . . . .  t + 1 with nt+ 1 = n. 
Now we are ready to prove convergence to block diagonal form. 
THEOREM 4.3. Denote the block diagonal matrix o f  B (k) by 
D(k) = diag( D(1 k), D~ k), D (k) • ' ' ,  t+lJ, 
where D} k) ~v~ mi×m`. Then B (k) - D (k) --* O. Furthermore, i f  mi >~ 2, then 
D}k~(1, 2) ~ 0. 
Proof. In the proof we will drop the superscript (k). For a fixed j > n 1, 
let n l< j~<n~+ 1. For any i ~n  t, because r i >r~+l  >/ --" t>rj, invoking 
Lemma 4.2, we have 
Bi j -  B in t=(B i j  - B i , j - l )  + (Bi , j  1 -  B i . j -2 )  + "'" +(n i ,n l+ l -  Bi,n l) 
(4.3) 
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which tends to 0 because of Lemma 4.2. The idea is now to show that each 
column of the block upper triangular part of B (k) tends to zero. Now 
partition the j th column of B, as 
x )~- i  
B , ( : , j )=  u i n , - ,+  l 
× n -- l'll 
where the uninteresting part of the vector is replaced by ×. Since B i + 1, ~ + 1 
__  __  T T 
- -  B in  - -  P in  "'" • " P,d+IB~jPi,7= 1 "" P~., we obtain B~ 1 = P, j+I  
Pi,,B~+l.i+lPiV~ " Pi~j+P In view of the fact that Bij(i, j )  ~-0 and 
Pi.j+l . . . . .  P,. do not touch the j th column of B,+l,f+ 1 except at the i 
position, we deduce that Bij(:. j )  must have the form 
o) -I 
B, j ( : , j )  = u~<, . - . ,  
Now consider Bi, ~t' the j th  column of which is 
Ui ,n l ( : , j  ) = (e i ,Tn l  ' ' *  e iT i+ ln i ie i , i+ l . . ,  e i ,n , ) ( : , j )  = i , 
where Pi is some orthogonal matrix. Hence, for i < n l, Bi2 - Bi, 0~ --* 0 [cf. 
(4.3)] implies that 
( u iO+ l ) -- e~r u i --) O. 
This shows that ui+ 1 ---) 0 if and only if u i ---) 0, because P~ is orthogonal. So 
we conclude that u I ---) 0 if and only if Un~ ---) O. The problem reduces to 
showing u~z ~ 0. To this end, notice that for /=  nl, we have (=B~( 
b~,n~Xi, j )  --~ O, i.e., Piru~ --* O, which implies that u,i ---) 0. (Her P~ . 
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For the second part of the theorem, assume m i >/2 for some i. We need 
to show D[k)(1, 2) -o O. Let  j = n t + 2, and 
X) i - t  
Bi,(: , j  ) = v, . , - ,+e  
x n -n l -1  
We can similarly prove that for i <~ nl, v i -o 0 if and only if vi+ 1 ---) O, and 
therefore v I ---> 0 if and only if v,t+l -o 0. Proposition 3.1(i) gives v,,~+ l = 
B,~+l. ,t+l(n I + 1, n t + 2) ---> 0. Hence v 1 ---> 0 and D~k)(1,2) ---) 0. • 
By imposing constraints on the multiplicities of ri's, we can obtain a 
partial diagonal form. 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  mj <~ 2, j = 1 . . . . .  t, then 
r)(k) B (k) - d iag(r  1 . . . . .  r.,, ~t+l l  --) O. 
4.3. Convergence to Diagonal Form 
Convergence analysis of Jacobi methods with repetitive limiting diagonal 
elements is usually much more complex. We have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.5. Denote B (k) = B(k)(d + 2: n, d + 2: n). I fB~k) ,(i, i) >1 
B(k]_ l ( j , j )  fo r  all i <.j  - 1 ~ d, then B (k) - diag(r I . . . . .  rd+ 1, B(o k)) -* 0. 
Proof. In the proof we drop the superscript (k). We will use induction. 
By Coronary 4.4, the 2 × 2 principal submatrix of B (k) converges to A 2 = 
diag(r u r2). Assume now that the ( j  - 1) × ( j  - 1) principal submatrix of 
{B j converges to Aj_ 1 - diag(r I . . . . .  r j _ l )  with n z + 2 ~<j - 1 < nt+ 1 
and j ~< d + 1. Write 
Then 
nil 
X X X)~_  I 
X F i X J i 
X X X 
X X X) 
s~, j_~ = x e~rF, e, x , 
x x x 
92 
where Pi is orthogonal and 
Pi , i+~ "'" P , , j - *  
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= diag( I ,_1, Pi, I .  _j + ~). 
(1) We first show that both F i and PirFiPi converge to Ai,j_ 1 --= 
diag(r i . . . . .  r j_ l )  for i ~<j - 1. Let nq_ 1 < i <~ nq, and write 
P+,++t "'" P+,,+,+, = d iag( l , - t ,  U+, In_n,,), Q+ = P i ,  nq + l " "  Pi, j" 
It is easy to see that Qi --* In. Now 
Pi,i+l "'" P i , j - ]  = Pi,i+t "'" Pi ,%Qi 
= e , , ,+~ . . .  e , , ,+  + e , , ,+~ . . .  e, , ,+(Q,  - I ) .  
Hence 
P~ = diag(U~, I j - , ,  -1)  + E,, E, --* O. 
Therefore if F i converges to Ai, J_ 1, so does piTFi Pi. Now partition the matrix 
PiTFiPi as follows: 
X +1 j - i -1  
__  __  T Since Bi+l,++ 1 - B+, ~ - Pi,~ "'" PqB, j _ lP i j  "'° Pin' we have  F i+ l  - Fi+lO 
Hence if F i ~ A~,)_ 1, then piTF~pi 2~ Ai J 1 and Fi+ 1 ~ A~+I,j_ 1. Using 
the induction assumption that F 1 ~ Aj_ 1 = A~,j_ l, we obtain 
F i --~ Ai , j_  1 and piTFiPi --+ a i , j _ l ,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  j - 1. 
(2) Now we show that the j × j  principal submatrix of {B (k)} converges 
to Aj. Write 
X)i_] 
B, , ( : , j )  = Yi 1 i 
X 
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Then 
Bi , j _ l ( : , j )  = 
Now let piTyi = (xi,  ^T T Yi ) ;  then by Proposition 3.1(i), we have xi--* 0. 
Hence Yi --* 0 if and only if Yi ~ 0. Now write 
(x)i 
Bi , j _ l ( : , i )  = z, j - i -1  
x 
Then PiTFiPi -9 ~ki,j_ 1 implies z i -~ O. Write 
T Bi, j( : , j )  = (P i jB , . j _ ,P i j ) ( : , j )  = I X Sij Zi q- Cij Yi -- 
× 
i -1  
Then from B i j_l(i, i) >~ B i , j _ l ( j , j ) ,  using Proposition 3.1(iii), we obtain 
c~ >/ ½. Therefore t), --* 0 if and only if s,j z, + c,j ~t, --* O. It is easy to verify 
that Yi+l = SijZi + Ci,~ti" Hence y, ~ 0 if and onlyif Yi+l ~ 0 and Yl ~ 0 
if and only if yj_~--* O. Using Proposition 3.1(i), we obtain Yj-1 = 
Bj-1 j - l ( j  - 1,j) ~ 0. Thus Yl ~ 0, i.e., the j × j  principal submatrix of 
B (k) converges to Aj. • 
4.4. Convergence in the Case of  Low Rank Plus Shift 
In this section, we discuss the convergence of the SPJM for the class of 
matrices for which it was originally designed, i.e., the low-rank-plus-shift 
matrix B = AA T + o'I,, where A ~,~,xn  is of full column rank. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A ~ ,~n × d be of  ful l  column rank and 
B =AA ~ + t r I . .  
I fB~,~_l(i ,  i) >1 B(~.~_,(j,j) fo r  all i ~ j  - 1 <~ d, then 
rl >>" re >I "'" >1 rd > rd+ 1 . . . . .  r, = or, 
and B (k) --* diag(r I . . . . .  rn). 
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Proof. We can write B (k) = (Q(k))TBQ(k), where Q(k) is the aggregation 
of the Jacobi rotations. B (k) - o-I, = (Q(k))rAATQ(k) is symmetric positive 
semidefinite, and rank(B (k) - ~rI n) = d. Since 
r , -  o r= lira (B  (k) - c r I , ) (n ,n )  >i0, 
k--* o~ 
we have o" ~< r,  ~< r,/+l. From Theorem 4.5, we have that the (d + 1) × 
(d  + 1) principal submatrix of B (k) converges to Ad+ 1 = diag(r 1 . . . . .  
ra+ 1), which, combined with rank(B (k) - 6rI,) = d, gives rank(Ad+ 1 - -  o' I , )  
< d. Therefore rd+ 1 = or and rd+ 1 . . . . .  r, = or. 
Now we prove B (k) converges to the diagonal matrix ft ,  = 
diag(r 1 . . . . .  r ,).  That B (k) is bounded implies that there is a convergent 
subsequence of B (k). Let B(kP be an arbitrary convergent subsequence of 
B (k), and let D = i imj_,~ B(kJ ) which is symmetric positive semidefinite. 
Theorem 4.5 gives D = diag(fld+ 1, Do)- From the fact that the diagonal 
elements of D O - o ' I  converge to 0 and D O - ¢rI is symmetric positive 
semidefinite, we obtain D O = o-I, i.e,, D = diag(r I . . . . .  r ,) .  Since every 
convergent subsequence of B (k) converges to the same limit, B (k) must also 
converges to the limit, i.e., diag(r I . . . . .  r ,) .  • 
I f  we drop the assumption B},k]_ 1(i, i) 
that mj ~<2 for j=  1 . . . . .  t and d=n t 
following theorem. 
>~ B~,k] - l(J, J), but require instead 
+ 1, we can similarly prove the 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A ~.,~n×d be of ful l  column rank and 
B = AA T + or I,~. 
I f  mj <~ 2 fo r  j = 1 . . . . .  t and d = n t + 1, then 
rl >~ r2 >~ ... >>,re>re+ 1 . . . . .  r ,  = o-, 
and B (~) -~ diag(r I . . . . .  r ,) .  
4.5. Proof of  Quadratic Convergence 
In this subsection, we state the result that if SPJM(d) converges to a 
diagonal matrix, then the asymptotic onvergence rate is quadratic. The proof 
technique is rather similar to that of [15], and therefore will not be presented 
here, 
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To proceed, we first introduce some notation. Let the limiting diagonal 
elements of  B (k) be arranged as follows: 
r l  . . . . .  r .  1 > rn~+l . . . . .  rn2 > . . . .  rn, > r.,+l . . . . .  r.,+~ 
with d = n t and nt+ 1 = n. The convergence of B (k) to a diagonal matrix is 
measued in the so-called off norm, which is defined for a matrix A ~ oq/'" x .  
as 
of f (a )  = ~ EA( i , j )  2 
Further let 8 = mint, . qlr  i - rj[. We summarize the results in the following 
theorem)  
THEOREM 4.8. I f  the SPJM converges, then it converges quadratically. 
Specifically, for k large enough, 
c O off( B (k+l)) ~.< off(B(k)) 2, 
mint, , rjlr i - -  rjl 
where c o can be any constant hat is greater than Vr5 /2. Stated in another 
way, 
off( B (k + 1)) 
lira sup ~< . 
k~ off(B(k)) ~ 2minr ,÷b[ r  i - -  rj[ 
5. THE CASE OF INEXACT COVARIANCE MATRICES 
In this section, we consider the case when the low-rank-plus-shift struc- 
ture only holds approximately for the matrix B. It is quite natural to ask if 
SPJM(d), the derivation of which is based on this special structure, applied to 
B can still deliver satisfactory results. 
We start with a matrix B 0 = AA T + or/, with a ~oq 'nxd of full column 
rank, and eigenvalues 
A 1 ~ " "  ~ A d > Ad+ 1 . . . . .  A n = f t .  
]A complete proof can be found in [18]. 
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Under certain conditions, for example that of Theorem 4.7, SPJM(d) applied 
to B 0 will produce a diagonal matrix. Now let B = B 0 + E be a perturbed 
version of B 0. Apply SPJM(d) to B. Write the transformed matrix after k 
partial sweeps as 
/3 = H ' F ~,~(d+l )X(d+l )  
Now off(H) might not converge to 0; however, under the conditions of 
Corollary 4.4,the off norm of [ F, G r ] will converge to 0. Denote the diagonal 
elements of B by 
diag(/3) = {s 1 . . . .  , sn}. 
Pr~oeosmoN 5.1. Assume that k is large enough and E is such that 
]t d - o" 
n -d  ' 
(5.4) 
where off2([F, GT]) is the spectral norm of [ F, G r ] - [diag(F), G r ]. Then 
(1) I s , -& l~<6,  i=  1 . . . . .  d+ 1; 
(2) IXj(U) - o-I ~< 8 VAj(H) ~ A(H). 
Proof. Let Q orthogonal be such that B 0 + E = Q~QT. According to 
Theorem 4.1, we have s 1 /> s. 2 >t "" ~> sd+ 1. Notice that 
diag(s 1 . . . . .  sa+l,H ) =QT(B  o + E + E)Q 
with lIE +/~112 ~< 6 in view of (5.4). Using a standard perturbation result for 
the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix, we obtain that there is a permutation 
{il . . . . .  i n} of{1 . . . . .  n} such that i 1 < i 2 < .-. < ia+ 1 and ia+ 2 < id+ 3 < 
• "" < i n and 
I s j -191~< 8, j=  1 . . . . .  d+ i, 
I r /~-a, j l~ 6, j=d+2 . . . . .  n, 
where ~d+2 >~ r/d+a >~ "'" >~ r/n are the eigenvalues of H. It is easy to see 
that Aia+l = o'. Nowwe need to prove that ia+ 2 > d + 1. I f  this is true, then 
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A~j= or for j>~d+2 and Aij= Aj for j~d ,  which implies that the 
statements of the proposition are true. 
Now assume the contrary, that id+ 2 <~ d. Then there is do such that 
Hence 
id+ 2 < "'" < id+do <~ d < id+do+l < "" < i n. 
Therefore 
A~ >i A a, 
~ij ~ or ' 
Now we have 
r/j >t Aij 
(d  o -  1)(A a -  8) ~< 
j=d+2 . . . . .  d+d o, 
j=d  + do + l , . . . ,n .  
- -6>tAd- -8 ,  j=d+2 . . . . .  d+d o, 
j=d+do+ l , . . . ,n .  
d+d o 
j=d+2 
j=d+2 d+do+ 1 
& 
= trace H - 2., ~Tj 
d+do+ 1 
E sj - (~  - d - do) (o r  - 8 )  
j=d+2 
.< (n  - d - 0sd+l  - (n  - d - d0) (o r  - 8 ) .  (5 .5 )  
On the other hand, we also have ISd+ 1 - Ai~+ll ~< 8 and 
Sd+ 1 <~ Aia+l + 8 = or + 8. 
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Combining the above with (5.5), we obtain 
(d  o -  1)(A d -  6) ~< (n -d -  1 ) ( t r+ 8) - ( ' ` -d -do) (O ' -  6) 
(do  - 1)o-  + (2 ( , ,  - d )  - do - ~)8 ,  
and 
which implies 
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e('` -d )8  
A d -  try< ~<2(n-d)6 ,  
d o - 1 
since d o >/2. This is a contradiction to (5.4). 
Now we want to show that when k is large enough, the off norm of H is 
of order II E 112. The technique we will use is a slight generalization of an idea 
of Wilkinson [16]. To this end, let /3 = UDU r be its EVD and D = 
d iag(A '  1 . . . . .  )t'n). A standard perturbation result for symmetric matrices im- 
plies that 
X~ = A~ + ~,, IE, I < IIEII2, i = 1 . . . . .  n .  
Write 
= UDU T = Udiag(A1 . . . . .  A,) U T + Udiag(e~ . . . . .  e,,) U T - B + C.  
Then IICI12 • IIEII2. Now partition /3 as 
Our task now is to show that /~ = or is nonsingular. First arrange the 
eigenvalues of ff as 
~I(F) >1 ' 1> ~(F) .  
(d  o - 1)(A d - o ')  ~< g(n  - d )8 ,  
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Notice that ff = F( l :d ,  l :d) - C(l:d, l:d); hence 
IA~( f f ) - s i l  <~ 8, i=  1 . . . . .  d. 
Combining the above with the result of Proposition 5.1, we have 
I~ ,~)  -or l  >~ IA,- o r l - I~ ,~) -  s,I - Is, - ~,1 
/> 2(n  - d )8  - 8 - 8 - -  2 (n  - a - 1 )8 .  
Now in view of the fact that /~ has o" as its eigenvalue with multiplicity 
n - d, the Schur complement of ff - o" in /3 - or must be zero, i.e., 
f f  - or = 6( f  - o r ) -16~.  
It follows that 
off~(0) .< lldLl~l (e  - or)-'l~ -< 
IIdll~ 
2(n-d -  1)8" 
Since 116112 ~< off2([F, Gr]) + IIEII2 = 8, we have 
of fa(H)  ~< off(/1) + IICIIz ~< 
8 2 
2(n - d - 1)8 
÷ IIEII~ = O( I IE I I2) .  
Therefore upon stopping SPJM(d) at step k and taking B' = Q diag(/~)Qr 
as an approximation of B, then liB' - n0llz = O(IIEII2). We conclude that 
SPJM(d) still delivers the EVD of a matrix that is within O(IIEII~) of B0. This 
is as good as we can hope for, since the computation is based on a matrix that 
is within O(IIEII2) of B 0. 
The key observation is that we do not need to reduce the off norm below 
the level of O(IIEIID. We can use a similar argument to show that as long as 
the off norm stays above O(IIEII2), the quadratic convergence rate of 
SPJM(d) is not lost either. 
To conclude the section, we give the following two examples to demon- 
strate several points we made above. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let B i = UDiU T, i = 1, 2, where U is a random orthogonal 
matrix and 
D 1 = cliag([1, 1, 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,51) ,  
D2 = d iag( [ !  - 2 × 10-1°,1 - 10 -1° ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ] ) .  
We apply SPJM(4) to B 1 and B 2. The number  of partial sweeps is 5. The 
following are the off norms after each partial sweep. The computation is done 
using Matlab with machine epsilon eM = 10-16. 
The off-norms for the matrix B 1 are 
8.2650E -- 01, 4.9062E -- 02, 3.2001E -- 05, 
1.5121E -- 14, 8.8241E -- 16. 
The off-norms for B 2 are 
7.6260E -- 01, 4.1609E -- 02, 1.1710E -- 05, 
7.2571E - 11, 7.1718E - 11. 
The matrix B 1 has an eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity 3, while B 2 has three 
eigenvalues clustered around 1; the width of the cluster is of order 10 - l ° .  
The limiting off norm for B 1 is of the size of eM, the machine epsilon. The 
limiting off norm for B 2 is determined by the width of the cluster, and as 
long as the off norm is not reduced below ~ 10-10, quadratic onvergence is
still in effect. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example, we consider three different kinds of 
off-norms which for a symmetric matrix A ~ ~2 "× n are def ined as follows. 
Let A 0 = A - diag(A),  where diag(A)  is the n × n diagonal matrix the 
diagonal elements of which are the same as those of A. Then 
o f fnorml (A)  = IlA01[~, 
o f fnormz(A)  = (llAo(l:d,l:d)ll~ + 211A(l:d,d + l:t)ll~) ~/2, 
°ffn°rm3(A) =11A0(d + l:t, d + l:t)ll . 
The test matrices are constructed as 
A = UDU r + 10-2iG,  D = diag([1,  1, 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,51) ,  (5.6) 
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where U is orthogonal and G symmetric with IIGII2 = 1. We apply SPJM(d) 
with d = 4 to A. The off norms are plotted at the end of each sweep for 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4; see Figure 1. We observe that offnorm 2 converges to zero 
quadratically. The final size of offnorm 3 is of the order of IIEII2, the size of 
the perturbation. Next we destroy the low-rank-plus-shift s ructure com- 
pletely by taking i = 0. The convergence of offnorm z is only linear now, and 
offnorm 1 and offnorm a stagnate at the level of the size of the perturbation, 
which is ~ 1; see Figure 2. 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
This section consists of several numerical examples to demonstrate the 
performance of SPJM(d). All computations reported in this section are 
carried out using Matlab Version 4.1 on a SPARE workstation. 
EXAMPLE 1. We first start with a set of examples to compare the 
performance of the following four methods: 
SPJM: Partial Jacobi method with 2 x 2 subproblems sorted; 
PJM: Partial Jacobi method without 2 × 2 subproblems sorted; 
SJM: cyclic Jacobi method using complete sweep with 2 × 2 subproblems 
sorted; 
JM: cyclic Jacobi method using complete sweep without 2 × 2 subprob- 
lems sorted. 
When the 2 × 2 subproblems are not sorted, the rotation angles are 
chosen to be the inner rotations. Since we are only interested in obtaining the 
signal subspace, we choose to use a partial off norm. At the end of the 
algorithm, we sort the columns and rows of R~ so that its first d largest 
diagonal elements are in descending order. (For SPJM and PJM this step is 
not necessary, since the first d diagonal elements are already sorted.) Then 
compute 
M I 
= E I Rx~(i,j) °ffp( Rxx) 2i j=d+l 
For the simulation, we construct B =AAH+ O.1IM, where A = 
rand(M,  d) with M = 10, d = 3. Here 100 trials are generated; the average 
and maximum off e are tabulated in Table 1. We also tested matrices with 
larger M and d. The numerical results are quite similarly and clearly shows 
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FIG. 2. Convergence history of SPJM(d) applied to a matrix with the low-rank- 
plus-shift structure destroyed. 
that SPJM and SJM converge at about the same rate and are in general faster 
than JM, while PJM could result in nonconvergence. This also shows that 
sorting is essential to convergence if only partial sweeps are used. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example° we apply SPJM(d) to symmetric matrices 
with multiple clusters of eigenvalues. The symmetric matrices are constructed 
as A = QDQ r, where U is an orthogonal matrix computed by QR decompo- 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF  AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM Of fe  VERSUS NUMBER OF  SWEEPS 
Average and  (max imum)  off e 
Sweep P JM JM SP JM S JM 
1 2.1E -- 01 (7.5E -- 01) 1.7E -- 01 (5.8E -- 01) 1.5E -- 01 (3.8E -- 01) 1.5E -- 01 (3.8E -- 01) 
2 1.2E -- 01 (3.9E -- 01) 1.4E -- 02 ( I . IE  -- 01) 9.7E -- 04 (2.2E -- 02) 1.1E -- 03 (2.2E -- 02) 
3 1.1E -- 01 (3.3E -- 01) 4.3E -- 05 (9.7E -- 04) 5.0E -- 08 (4.0E -- 06) 5.3E -- 08 (4.0E -- 06) 
4 1.1E -- 01 (3.3E -- 01) 3.5E -- 10 (2.7E -- 08) 1.9E -- 17 (1.9E -- 15) 2.0E -- 17 (1.9E -- 15) 
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sition of a random matrix. The diagonal elements of D are as follows: 
t 
i, i = 1 . . . . .  20,  
0.5 + et rand( l ) ,  i = 21 . . . . .  60, 
0.5 + e 2rand( l ) ,  i = 61 . . . . .  100. 
Notice that E] and E 2 can be considered as the widths of the clusters. We 
constructed A 1 with el = 10-1°, E2 = 10 12 a nd A 2 with el = 10-14, 
e2 = 10-12. We apply SPJM(d) with d = 20 and plot the off(A]) and 
offfA 2) at the end of each sweep; see Figure 3. We observe that the level at 
which the convergence of SPJM(d) stagnates depends on the maximal width 
of the clusters. 
EXAMPLE 3. In this example, we compare the speed of convergence of 
SPJM(d) with that of SORTCJ-CT(d) proposed in [8]. SORTCJ-CT(d) also 
uses sorted Jacobi rotation and is intended to be applied to a general 
symmetric matrix. For a fixed d, a partial sweep of SORTCJ-CT consists of 
10 2 
100 
10 .2 
104 
o tO-a 
FIG. 3. 
clusters. 
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, , \  
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2 3 4 5 
s~p nunnb~ 
Convergence history of SPJM(d) applied to matrices with multiple 
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the following Jacobi rotations: 
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(1, d+ 1),(1,  d+2)  . . . . .  (1, M) ,  
(2, d + 1), (2, d + 2) . . . . .  (2, M) . . . . .  (d,  M) .  
A partial sweep of SPJM(d) has (d - 1)d/2 more Jacobi rotations than one 
of SORTCJ-CT(d), which entails an increase of O(Md 2) in computational 
complexity. However, applying SORTCJ-CT(d) to a symmetric A only causes 
A(l:d, d + I :M) to converge to zero, and the convergence is linear. The set 
of test matrices are constructed as A = BB r + I,~, where B = rand(M,  d). 
In this example, we use M= 100 and d= 7. As the measure of the off 
norm, we use off B = v~llA(l:d, d + I:M)IIF. We plot off 8 at the end of 
each sweep; see Figure 4. 
REMARK. SORTCJ-CT(d) was designed to block-diagonalize a general 
symmetric matrix that does not necessarily possess the low-rank-plus-shift 
structure [8]. In [8], SORTCJ-CT(d) was applied to frequency estimation 
problem which can be reformulated as a special case of DOA finding. 
Therefore, the matrices tested in [8] actually do have the low-rank-plus-shift 
structure. One might wonder about the effect of a general symmetric matrix 
on the convergence behavior of SORTCJ-CT(d). The conclusion is, even if it 
converges at all, the convergence can be extremely slow. In this case, 
SPJM(d) will also fall short of quadratic onvergence. We substantiate the 
above claim by applying SORTCJ-CT(d) mad SPJM(d) to the set of matrices 
A = B* B r, where B = rand(M,M ). We use M = 10 and d = 4. As the 
measure of the off norm, we use off B = V~llA(l:d, d + l:M)llv. We plot 
offn at the end of each sweep; se Figure 4. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We demonstrated that an order-of-magnitude reduction in computational 
complexity can be achieved in the cyclic Jaeobi method if the underlying 
symmetric matrix possesses the low-rank-plus-shift s ructure. Even if this 
special structure only holds approximately due to contamination of noise of 
size O(e), the proposed sorted partial Jacobi method still delivers the EVD 
of a matrix that is within O(e) of the true uncontaminated matrix. As long as 
we do not reduce the off norm below the level of O(e), quadratic eonver- 
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gence still holds. Our future work consists in extending SPJM to SVD, 
GSVD, and generalized eigenvalue problems. 2 
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